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'!he mathematically non-interested reader is advised to skip 

the parts marked by points in the margin of the text. Graphical 

presentations will eJCPlain these parts of the theory. 
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'!be developnent of traffic and traffic safety over lcm;J periods is viewed 

as lOn;J-tenn chan3'e in system structure and output in the context of 

self-organizing ani learning systems. '!be theoretical analysis states 

that society 

a. - creates chan3'es in the road traffic system in order to accomplish more 

~itive outcomes 

b. - adapt the system to negative outca:nes of these changes 

c.- stabilize the system at satisfaction level. 

Relevant changes in the traffic system are forem::>St expressed by growth of 

traffic volume as a result of road enlargement and growth of the number of 

vehicles and distances travelled. on the basis of supply-deman::i 

considerations, mathematical lOCldels for traffic growth are proposed. 

Growth of traffic volume leads to growth of exposure. 'Ihe relation between 

traffic volume and exposure is mathematically constraine1 by a p:lWer

transformation of volume to exposure. 

Growth of exposure in a partial-adapted traffic system leads to negative 

outca:nes, e.g. accidents. Risk reduction is viewed as adaptation of the 

system ani is described in tenns of mathematical learning theory. It is 

conjectured on theoretical grounls ani errpirically demonstrated by data 

from several countries, that the lOn;J-tenn development of the number of 

fatalities is not a function of the level of traffic volume but of 

increment in traffic volume. since fatalities result from insufficient 

adaptation of the system, the reduction of fatality risk as an adaptive 

process may terrl to nearly zero at the time the traffic system has 

approached the level of saturation of traffic volume. 'Ihe development of 

outcomes between the continuum of expected encounters (pure exposure) and 

fatalities, like conflicts, damage only accidents ani injuries, is on 

theoretical grounls mathematically described as a weighted sum of exposure 

(= function of traffic volume) ani fatalities (= function of changes in 

traffic volume) and consequently will not reduce to zero at the errl of 

the growth of the system. J:Bta fran several countries illustrate the 

validity of the theory. Results confirm the postulated mathematical 

relation between the development of increments in traffic growth and the 

developnent in traffic safety. A basic c:::auparison of the development for 

several countries in Europe and the USA is given by analysis of the data. 
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1. INmOIXJCI'ION 

'!he develc:pnent of traffic ani road safety over lorg periods of time is 

described by several authors (AI:Pel, 1982; Blokpoel, 1982; Bri.lhnirg et 

al., 1986; Koomstra, 1987; Minter, 1987; Oppe, 1987; Oppe et al., 1988; 

Haight, 1988) as related processes result:i.n;T in a steadily decreasirg 

fatality rate. Blokpoel, Appel., ~ ani Haight use linear 

approximations for either growth of traffic volume or fatality rate or 

both, whereas Oppe, Minter ani Koomstra use non-linear functions for 

growth of traffic (sigIroid growth CUJ:Ves) ani non-linear decreasirg 

functions for the fatality rate (log-linear or logistic CUJ:Ves) . 

Apart fran limit constraints (non-negative rnnnber of fatalities) am 
mathematical elegance, no theoretical justifications for these linear or 

non-linear functions are given. Oppe refers to a saturation assumption for 

the choice of synunetric sigIroid CUJ:Ves for traffic growth. Minter 

iIrplicitly makes similar assumptions, but also refers explicitly to 

lea.rn:i.n;J theory for the justification of the fatality-rate cu:tVe, as did 

Koornstra. CoIrparirg these applications with starxia.rd knowledge in 

mathematical psychology (see Sternberg, 1967), Koomstra applies the 

linear-operator lea.rn:i.n;J IOOdel (constant reduction of error probability) 

am Minter the so-called beta-lea.rn:i.n;J IOOdel (reduction of error 

probability as a logistic decreasirg function). All authors, except Minter 

for the fatality rate, describe these functions with time as the 

in:lepen:lent variable, whereas mathematical lea.rn:i.n;J theory takes the 

rnnnber of relevant events as explanatory variable. 

Perhaps the m:>st :remarkable result is presented by Oppe (1987), where he 

de:ronstrates that the paran-eters of the fatality-rate cu:tVe are 

errpirically related to the paran-eters of the growth CllI.Ve for traffic 

volume. Koornstra (in: Oppe et al., 1988) proves that this relation of 

paran-eters allows the rnnnber of fatalities to be a function of the 

derivative of the function for traffic growth. one may worxler why 

fatalities seem to be related to the increase of traffic volume am not to 

the level of traffic volume itself. Clearly, sane theoretical reflection 

is in place. 
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At an ac:RZegate level am over a lcn.:J period of time one may vie'iN traffic 

am traffic safety as lon;;J-term dlan;Jes in system structure am outp.rt. 

ReneWal. of vehicles, enlcu:gement am reoonstruct:ion of roads, enlargement 

am renewal of the population of licensed drivers, chaD;Jin;J legislation 

am enforc:ement practices am last but not least chaD;Jirq social nonns in 

irrlustrial societies are catrplex Iilencmena in a nullti-faceted am 
interconnected c.harx.;1ing network of subsystems within a total traffic 

system. '!he steadily decreasing fatality rate can be viewed as adaptation 

of the system as a whole to aCCOllIllLdate am evade the negative outcomes. 

2.1. Evolutionary systems 

'!he above-mentioned characterization of the system can be canpared with 

evolutionary systems, known as self-organizirq systems (Jantsch, 1980) in 

the framework of general-systems theory (Iaszlo et al., 1974) • 

'!here are striking parallels between the growth of traffic ani the growth 

of a popllation of a new species. In Figure 1 we picture the main elements 

of such an evolutionary system in population biology. 

survival ,leading to mutations ....external 
"-

, 
influences 

" I~ 

reproduction ... .... , system , 

resources perf ormance 

Figure 1. A lOOdel of a biological system. 

Mutations are the basis for the fonnation of new aspects of f'l.1Ictionirq 

in specimen of an existirq species. '!he survival process by selection of 

the fittest, leads to a reproduction process of those elements which are 

well adapted to the environment. '!he result is an emargin;J popllation of 
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the new type of the species. '!he process of selection am reproduction 

guarantees that ally those members who survive the premature period, will 

produce :new-offsprirg. '!he selectioo process leads to a growirg birth rate 

as well as to a reduction of prd:2bility of rat-SUrVival before the 

mature reproductive life period. '!he resultirg growth of a popllation am 
the developnent of the I'l\.ll'1tler of premature non-survivors is pictured in 

Figure 2. 

.., -- --
I rs ElfJlROf£HT 

.-j 

i 
-1 

--.,_ .. ..... 

Figure 2. Evolution of a population. 

()Jr main interest in this process is the rise am fall of the rn.nnber of 

premature non-survivors. '!he growth of new-bom members in the population 

folla..JS a lCJliler S-shaped sigIOC)id cw:ve similar to the growth of the 

popllation. In CXIIIb.ination with a steadily decreasirg probability of death 

before mature age, this results in the bell-shaped cw:ve of the mnnber of 

premature non-survivors. umer suitable mathematical expressions, used in 

popllation biology (Maynard Smith, 1968) such as logistic equations, this 

bell-shaped cw:ve can be mathematically described as proportional to the 

derivative of the growth equation. '!he generalized assunption of this 

notion could be font1Ul.ated as folla..JS: 

- the developnent of the rnnnber of negative (self-threa~) 

outcx::mes of a self-organizirg adaptive system is related in a 

sinple mathematical way to the developnent of increase for 

positive outcx::mes-. 
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I.ookin::1 upa1 the traffic system as a self-organizin;:J adaptive system it is 

te.upt.i.rg to translate this conjecture as: 

- the developnent of the rnlJJ!ber of fatal traffic acx::idents per year 

is in a sinple mathematical way related to the yearly irIc::r:ene:tt in 
traffic grc:Mth-. 

2.2. Open an:i closed systems 

'!he differences between open input-output controlled systems an:i closed 

self-organizirg adaptive system, however, IIRJSt be well 'I.lI'Xierstood in order 

to judge the validity of such analogy fran biological systems to social, 

teclmical or econc:ani.c systems. In Figure 3 a diagram of an open 

management system (taken fran Jenkins, 1979) is given. 

forecasts 
Le 

Ileading to 
... 

actions decisions 
~ 

~ ... 
objectives 

manipulate monitor 
I~ 

... If 
operational ... .. , , 

resources 
systems performance 

Figure 3. A Ir¥Jdel. of an open system of managenerIt. 

In such cpn systems feedback goes fran out:p.tt to inp.rt: t.h:rough a 

canparator based on extrapolations an:i objectives. unlike biological 

systems, here this pnx:ess is not gover.ned by an autanatic or blin:l 

nvad:la.nism like nutation, but by actions of a deliberate decision-maki.rq 

body. '!he control is directed to manip..1lation of the inp.rt: resources by 

actions of in:lividuals, collective bodies or even other subsys1:.enS of a 

mre or less P'lysical nature. '!he system is called an cpn system, since 

the feedback is a recursive relation between out:p.tt to ani i.rp.lt !ran the 

environment, while the inner operational production subsystem itself is 

l.ll'lC.haJ'ged • 
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In oantrast to such an q::en system, 'Ne may picture an even nore relevant 

"closed" system of manage:rent as is given in Figure 4. 

- ~ 

(resource 

(forecasts) 
~ ~ - - -

actions leading to decisions 
... 
'. objectives 

,~ memipulate 
monitor 

structure 
of 

- oper6t1om~1 .. 
~ - -, 

s) system (performance) 

Figure 4. A llXldel of a "close1" system of management. 

Here the recursive loop in the system is hardly based on input-output 

relations. Again the carrparator is a decision-mald.r¥:J body. It c::anpares 

intennediate output with given objectives, but rv:::M the action leaves the 

input l.ll'lC1'lan3'ed as a given set of resources ani ch.arges the structure of 

the operational production prcx::ess in order to brirg the output 

perfonnance in accordance with the objectives. '!he system is called a 

closed system since it operates within the system by ch.arges in the 

substructure of itself. It takes the outside world fran which the input 

comes as given ani does not control the input. '!he effects of output are 

mainly viewed as int:e:r:m=diate ani directed to the inner parts of the 

system. 

'!he close resemblance to the biological system of Figure 1 is apparent. 

NOW' instead of a blW mutation ani selection prcx:::ess we have deliberate 

actions fran a rational decision-mak:irg body, but the structure is nore or 

less identical with respect to its closin:J. 'Ibis closi.n:J is even stroIlJer 

in the diagram of the close1 management system. Resources or necessary 

energy use of the system are taken for granted, although the environment 

of the closed system is a crucial conti.tion for the existence of such 

systems. But given the environmental ~ con:ti.tions for the system, 

its function.irg within these l:x::Ju1'mries can be analyzed as internal 

throughput production without regard to manip.1l.ation of the given input. 
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In classical open systems the mathematical description is based on 

matrices or vectors for input ani output related by transformation 

matrices, which correspond to the 'WOrkirg structure of the system ani are 

generally expressed by linear algebraic equations (Desoer, 1970). '!he aim 

of control in this type of system is the maintenance of stability at a 

(desired) equilibrium level of output through manipulatin;J the input. 

In closed systems the input is not manipulated ani instead of 

transfo:rmin:J the input, the transformations of the input themselves 

charge, since the operational structure itself is chargin;J. rue to its 

chargin;J operational structure the mathematical description of closed 

systems is quite problematic. 

In general, closed systems are self-referencin;J systems where output 

becomes input. '!hey are concerned with intennediate throughput instead of 

input ani output, ani generally han:Ue developnent of throughput in non

equilibrium phases of the system. 'Ibe developnent of throughput is 

fore:rrost described by non-linear equations, like throughput equations in 

electrical circuits as a classical closed system or throughput equations 

in catalytic reaction cycles in IOOdern chemical closed systems (see 

Nicolis & Prigogine, 1977). Except in these cases of COIl'plete self

reference where the output is the only source of relevant later input ani 

where change is autonomic, so-called autopoietic systems (see Varela, 

1979; Zeleny, 1980), the field of closed systems is far less developed in 

a mathematical sense. 

However, for IOC>St social systems the relevance of closed systems is much 

larger, than open systems. Every charge of law, every reorganization of a 

finn, every new machine in a factory is a charge in the operational 

structure in order to enhance the quality arrl/or quantity of the 

performance, but cannot be analyzed by the classical control in 

equilibrium systems. 

Except the universe itself, a system is never closed, nor solely an open 

system, pertlaps excluded man-made teclmical production systems. Most 

COIl'plex real-life systems can be described as both open ani closed. '!he 

sinultaneous mathematical description, however, is generally still 

intractable. Although such systems are mathematically difficult, on a 

conceptual level they can easily be described sinultaneously ani as such 

are pictured in the diagram of Figure 5 (taken fran Iaszlo et al., 1974). 
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performance 
social 

social states accounts 
measurement , system measures 

uncontrollable adaptation 
inputs 

(structurel changes) 
social 

social Indicators 

feedback ~ I; 

controllable inputs , 

goals set 
by 

society 

Figure 5. A m:Xlel of an open arxl "closed" social system. 

We apply this social-system description to the emergence of notorized 

traffic arxl traffic accidents. We concentrate on the inner closed 

feedback loop from measurement of perfonnance through the feedback 

compart::m:mt to structural c.harges in the system as an adaptation process 

on a conceptual level. SUbsequently the quantification of the developnent 

of t.hroughp.lt in the system is mathematically analyzed. 

2.3. 'Ibe "closed" traffic system 

'!he emergence of traffic arxl traffic accidents can be described as a 

closed system in the followinJ way. Society invents improvenelts arxl new 

ways of transport in order to fulfil the need of lOObility of persons arxl 

the need of supply of goods. 'lhese needs ani objectives are mainly met by 

the develop:nent arxl i.ncreasinJ use of cars arxl roads in toodem irrlustrial 

society. 

'!his is done by 

- building roads, enIarginJ arxl improvinJ the network of roads, 

- manufacturinJ cars arxl other notorized vehicles, improvinJ the 

quality of vehicles ani renewinJ them ani enIarginJ the market of 

buyers of these vehicles, 

- teac::hiD:J a growinJ pop.tlation of drivers to drive these cars or 

other notorized vehicles in a mre controlled way for which laws 

are developed ani enforcement ani education practices are 

inproved. 
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'!his grc:Mth arxi renewal can be quantified by numbers of car owners arxi 

license holders, by length of roads of different types arxi as a gross

result by the fast ~ number of vehicle kilaneters. We take vehicle 

kilaneters as the main iniicator of this growi:rg ItOtorization process of 

irrlustrial society. 

'Ihe negative aspect of this ItOtorization is the emergence of traffic 

accidents; as an iniicator we may take the number of fatalities. 'Ibe 

adaptation process with regard to this negative aspect can be described as 

increasi:rg safety per distance travelled, made possible by the enhanced 

safety of roads, cars , drivers arxi rules. Reconstructed arxi new roads are 

generally safer than existi:rg roads, new vehicles are designed to be 

safer than existi:rg vehicles, newly licensed drivers are supposed to be 

better educated than drivers in the past. Moreover, society creates arxi 

chan;Jes rules for traffic behaviour in order to inprove the safety of the 

system. 'Ibese renewal arxi grc:Mth processes of roads, vehicles, drivers arxi 

rules in the traffic system result in an adaptation of the system to a 

steadily safer system. In this view grc:Mth arxi renewal are inherently 

related to the safety of the system. Without grc:Mth arxi renewal there is 

hardly any enhancement of safety conceivable. 

Growth of vehicle kilameters is not unlimited. 'Ibe mnnber of actual 

drivers is restricted by the number of the population arxi by time 

available for travelli:rg. 'Ihe main limitation, however, is the available 

length of road-lanes. 'Ibis is not only restricted by economic factors, 

but has a limit by the limits of space, especially in densely populated 

areas. We conjecture therefore a still unknown saturation level for the 

number of vehicle kilameters, viz. a limit for grc:Mth of traffic. An 

interesti:rg question we try to answer is, to which extent such a limit of 

grc:Mth also iIrposes, by its postulated inherence for safety, a limit to 

the attai.na:ble level of safety. 
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3. MA'lHEMATICAL DESCRIPI'ION OF GRCMIH 

3.1. Absolute growth 

Fran inspection of the curves for vehicle kilaneters over a lorg period in 

many countries, it can be deduced that these growth curves in the starti.rg 

~ are of an exponentional increasing nature. Fore sane countries a 

decreasing growth seems apparent in the nore rec:ent periods, however not 

always evidently different from a somewhat irregular linear increase. on 
the other harxi the theoretical notion of sare unknc::1Nn future saturation 

level or at least a notion of limits of grcMth for vehicle kilometers has 

strong face-validity. on the basis of these considerations we restrict 

ourselves to growth described by sigmoid curves. We will concentrate on 

three types of sigmoid curves with time as the Weperrlent variable often 

used in sociometries an::l econametries, leaving other types used in ecology 

(May & Oster, 1976) aside. In the literature (Mertens, 1973; Johnston, 

1963; Day, 1966) on econametries an::l bianetries, these sigmoid growth 

curves are well dOClllI¥:llted.. 'these three grcMth curves are named as the 

logistic curve based originally on the well-known Verhulst equation 

(Verhulst, 1844), the Gompertz curve originated. by Gampertz (1825) an::l the 

log-reciprocal curve traditionally used in econametries (Prais & 

Houthakker, 1955; Johnston, 1963). 

Let: Vt =vehicle kilaneters in year t 

Vmax=saturation level veh. km. for t-> co 

a, /3 =parameters 

t =time in years 

we write these curves as canparable exponentional functions 

logistic curve 

Gc.!ITpertz curve 

at+/3 
V = V e-e 

t max 

log-reciprocal curve 

-1 
V = V e-(at+P) 

t max 

(a > 0) 

(a > 0) 

(a > 0) 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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In Figure 6 we give an inpression of the shape of these c:m:ves 

GClfERTZ CIJM ...... - .. -; :.: -: ;,." . , , , , 
/ / 

/ 
(~lSTIC CIJM 

I 

I 

I I 

I 

I 

, I j I I I j I I I 

T1I£ 

Figure 6. curves of growth with saturation. 

If we take Vt!Vmax as the proportion of growth realized in year t, we see 

that these c:m:ves due to the exponentional expressions ran;J9 frau zero to 

unity with time progressiIq. 

since it is not so llUlch vehicle kilaneters that saturate, but density of 

traffic as a deman:l-supply relation between lerqth of road lanes an:! 

distances travelled, a transformation frem vehicle kilometers to density 

may be in place. Enlargement of len;Jth or road lanes in our system 

approach is a lagged reaction on the growth of vehicle kilometers. A 

transformation by a m:motonic continuous reduciIq function of the vehicle 

kilameters themselves, therefore, may be an appropriate transformation. 

SUch a transformation leads to a generalization of functions for growth. 

As fran the theory of traffic flON (Haight, 1963), it is well known 

that the mean of the distribution of vehicles on the lanes (Poisson 

distribution) is directly related to the mean of the density 

distribution (negative exponentional distribution), a power

transformation as a lIDJ'lOtonic continuous transformation of vehicle 

kilaneters itself has theoretical justification. 

Assumin;J that the developnent of mean density of traffic over time, 

defined as Dt ' can be expressed by a powe:r-transformation of vehicle 

kilaneters 

( c < 1 ) (4a) 
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If the reduction is due to the lagged enl.cu;gement we may even 

conjecture that density is deperdent on a lagged value of Vt • If the 

time-lag is T am t - T == t' (4a) heccmes 

( c < 1 ) (4b) 

'!his last expression will also be valid if we include the dependence 

on actual vehicle kilameters by a weighted qec:xEtric mean of (4a) am 
(4b), since this mean is fairly exact represented by a time-lag 

between T am o. 
By reciprocal power.i.rq both sides of the curve-equations we see that 

this power-transfonnation of (4a) is absorbed in the ,8-parameter of 

the G<::m'pertz curve am in the a an::l ,8 paraneters of the log

reciprocal curve. '!he logistic curve becomes asymmetric (Nelder, 

1961) am for reasons of c:x::xrparability of notation this 

generalization is written as 

asymmetric logistic curve 

v == V [1 + e-(at+,8) )-I/C 
t max (5) 

For c < 1 the logistic curve m::JVes toward the G<::ln'pertz curve an::l for 

c > 1 this curve is described by a slower increase in the beg~ 

am a quicker levell.i.rq off at the ern. 

An other generalization is obtained by a similar ronotonic transfonnation 

of the tine axes. 

since scale am origin of tine are urrletermi.ned this power

transfonnation replaces tine as at+,8 in the equations by (at+.B) k. 

Except for the log-reciprocal curve we shall not elaborate on this 

last generalization, because of the rather CCIlplex nature of its 

derivatives on which. we cx:mcentrate hereafter. '!his generalization of 

the log-reciprocal curve is written as 

generalized log-reciprocal curve 

-k 
V == V e-(at+,8) 

t max ( k > 0 ) (6) 
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3.2. Increase of growth 

'!he increase of growth is mathematically described by the derivative of 

the functions for growth. 

Writin;J the derivatives of (2), (5) arxi (6) with respect to time, we 
obtain the functions of time for the increase of vehicle kilometers 

corresporxii.n:J to the growth lOOdel.s given above as 

derivative of asymmetric logistic curve 

or 

(7b) 

or after some further substitution arxi manipulation of (5) 

(7C) 

derivative of Gompertz curve 

(Sa) 

or 
* at+,B V =aV e t t (Sb) 

or after some further substitution arxi manipulation of (2) 

(Sc) 

derivative of generalized log-reciprocal curve 

-k 
V* = ak k -1 V e -(at+,B) (at+,B) -(k+1) 

t max (9a) 

or 
V* = ak k -1 V (at+,B) -(k+1) 

t t (9b) 

or again after sane further substitution am manipulation of (6) 

V* = ak k-1 V [In V - In V ](k+1)/k 
t t max t (9c) 
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From (Sc) an::i (9c) we see that for k-> a:J, the Gampertz curve is 

a limit case of the generalized log-reciprocal curve, since 

~!cx, (k+1)/k = 1 an::i a can be redefined. 

'1be relation between the asymmetric logistic curve an::i the Gampertz 

curve can also be described as a limit case for c -> o. Rewriting 

(7C) as 

an::i noting that 

lim 
T->O 

we fim for c -> 0 by substituting T = c an::i Xt = Vt,fVnax 

*=aV [lnV -lnvJ Vt t nax t 
lim c->O 

(10) 

Since this is identical to (8C) we see that, for the power

transformation parameter c approaching to zero, the Ganpertz curve is 

also the limit case for the asymmetric logistic cw:ve. 

From a IOC>re phenomenal level it is also interesting to calculate the 

inflexion point of these cu:rves, because inflexion points detennine the 

maxintum increase in vehicle kilanetres with respect to t:ine. 

By setting the secom derivative with respect to time to zero an::i 

substituting these time values into (1) or (5), (2) an::i (3) or (6), 

the maxintum increments for these curves are obtained. For 0=1 in (7) 

this gives t = -{3la or at the time where 

(logistic curve) 

an::i for any c > 0 in (7) at the time where 

v = (0+1) -l/c V 
t nax (asymmetric logistic cu:rve) 

Note that (0+1) -l/c for c = 1 becanes 0.5 an::i for lim c->O this tenn 

approaches e -1 = 0.3678, because of the well-known definition of e 

as the limit of (1+ I/n) n for n-> a:J. 
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We also 00tain for (S) t=-fj/a or at the time where 

Vt = 0.367S Vmax (GaIpartz curve) 

am for k;::1 in (9) we obtain t=(1-2fj)/2a or at the time where 

(log-reciprocal curve) 

am for any k > 0 at 

V
t 

= 0.367S(k+1)!k Vmax (generalized log-reciprocal curve) 

Again note that 0.367S(k+1)!k = 0.135 for k = 1. 

In Figure 7 we picture the deve10pnent of the increase in vehicle 

kilometers as derivatives of the star:rlard non-generalized curves in 

corresporrlence to Figure 6. 
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Figure 7. curves of the increase of growth. 

In Figures 6 am 7 am the cx:atpItations just given, the inflexion point 

of the sigrooid curves c::atES earlier for the log-reciproca1 curve than for 

the GarIpertz curve am the inflexion point for the logistic curve is 

situatej later than for the GaIpartz curve. 

By the power-transfonnation, with c goin;J fran unity to zero, the vertical 
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axes can be CCIlpressed so that the asynmetric logistic curve approaches 

the form of the Gaq;lertz curve fran one side. Fran the other side the fom 

of the Gaq;lertz curve is awroadled by the pc::1Ner-transformation of the 

horizontal time-axes, with k goinJ fran unity to infinity, for the log

reciprocal curve. '!his transformation st:r:etdles am CCIlpresses time aroun:l 

the point where rescaled time is unity (viz. t = (l-,B)/a). 

'Ihe asynmetric logistic curve am the generalized log-reciprcx::al curve 

therefore seems to span the space of possible sigm::>id curves fairly well. 

In general, the log-reciprcx::al curve takes longer to level off than the 

logistic curve. 'Ihese considerations may also guide the choice of type of 

curve on a phenomenal level. 

3.3. Acceleration of growth 

As shown by (7c) , (Bc) am (9C) all these sigm::>id shaped curves are 

described by an increase of grcMth as the product of the growth achieved 

am (a transformation of) the grcMth still possible. '!his property leads 

to a very interesting aspect related to the mathematical description of 

adaptation since it enables one to write the rate of increase of the 

grcMth curve, defined as acceleration, by relatively simple functions 

which turn out to be nonotonically decreasing functions of time. 

!.et: (11) 

We write from (7b), (Bb) am (9b) the different accelerations ~ as 

asymmetric logistic acceleration 

(12) 

We see from (12) that the shape of the acceleration curve for 

asymmetric logistic grcMth is not effected by the generalizing 

power-transformation of Vt ani rerrains symmetric. 

Ggprtz acceleration 

at+Q 

~=ae ,.. (13) 
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log-reciprocal acceleration 

(14) 

'!bus, the generalizi.n; power-transfonnations on time for 109-

recxlprocal growth is with respect to the a<rel.eration equivalent to a 

pcMer-transfonnation of the acceleration itself. 

In Figure 8 we shCM these acceleration curves (for 0=1 ani k=l) • 
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Figure 8. curves for the acceleration of grcMth. 

As can be seen fran the fonnulae ani the graphs these acceleration curves 

are llDnotonicly decreasi.n; curves ani as such can be caniidates for a 

nathematical description of adaptation in time. 

3.4. Growth ani probability functions 

'.Ihese explicit fonnulae for growth with saturation are c::amnally fourxi in 

the literature, but are by no means exhaustive. Referri.n; to the 

proportion of grcMth as values between zero ani unity ani consideril'g the 

graphs in Figure 7, we nay think of continlous si.n;le-peaked density 

functions of distributions in probability theory for which fiNery 

CUDDJlative probability function forms a legitimate signcid-shaped 

description for the proportion of growth. 
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Unfortunately IOOSt cunulative probability-distri1::ution functions do 

oot have explicit follllllae am therefore cannot be treated as 

described. However, integration of such prooability distributions 

for which no explicit fontUlae exist, is approx.iJnated by summation of 

small discrete steps. 

SUch sum :functions describe growth of traffic volmne as the achieved 

proportion of a saturation level by sigIlX)id cu:rves. '!he many probability 

distributions that fall into this class, sh.cM that the number of possible 

am mathematical tractable growth cu:rves are not limited to those 

mentioned here or ot.herNise fourrl in the literature. 
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4. MMliEMATICAL DESCRIPI'ION OF .AJ:lM7rATION 

4.1. Interpretations of risk reduction 

'!he decreasirg fatality rate has been interpreted by Koornstra (1987) am 
Minter (1987) as a c:::arm.mi.ty leamirY:J process. 

'!heir interpretations, however, differ. Minter stresses collective 

in::lividual leamirY:J, where Koomstra points to a gradual leamirY:J process 

of society by enhancirg safety through chan;Jes in road network, vehicles, 

rules am in::lividual behaviour. Minter's interpretation is in accordance 

with stoch.astic leamirY:J theory (Sternberg, 1967), where leamirY:J is a 

function of the number of events. Koomstra' s interpretation leads to 

c:::cmnunity leamirY:J as a function of time. '!his last interpretation could 

be n.ane:i "adaptation", since generally adaptation is a function of time. 

Koornstra (in Oppe et al., 1988) rejects Minter's interpretation on two 

grourxls. In the first place the fatality rate decreases lOOre than the 

injury rate, which in Minter's interpretation means that in::lividuals learn 

to discriminate am avoid fatal-accident situations better than less 

severe accident situations. '!his cannot be explained by in::lividual 

CllllUllative experience. Secorxlly the mathematical leamirY:J curve functions 

described by Koornstra am Minter do fit the data much better as a 

function of time, than as a function of the CllllUllative experience, 

expressed by the stnn of vehicle kilareters as Minter does. 

on the other harrl, transform.i.rg mathematical leamirY:J theory as functions 

of the number of relevant events (trials) to functions of time asks for 

strorg assunptions. '!hese assunptions are contained in our "closed" system 

interpretation of traffic am the adaptation theory of Helson (1964). '!he 

concept of adaptation as time-related adjust:nent to envil::'oruoontal 

con:litions, must be brought in accordance to the event-related ilnprovement 

described in leamirY:J theory. 

our "closed" self-organizirg system interpretation points to the 

gradually safer conditions, while growth of traffic as such leads to lOOre 

accidents. Growth of traffic, however, also ilnplies safer renewal, 

enlargement of a safer road network, safer vehicles am better am 
coordinated rules. 'Ihese effects are not :i.nm:!diate but generally will 

lag in time. New laws, like belt laws, lead to belt-wearin;J percentages 

gradually growirg in time. Reconstroctions of black-spots are reactions 
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of ccmmmities on a growirq number of accidents leading to a reduction of 

accidents later. Traffic growth leads to buildi.rq natorways, which after 

lC>n3' pericx:Js of buildirq-time attract traffic to these much safer roads. 

In our view counter-effects may only partially occur by risk canpensation 

(Wilde, 1982), such as present in gradually risin:J speeds of road 

traffic. 'Ihese risin:J speeds are made possible by better roads an::t cars, 

but the cars are not only constructed for higher speeds; they are also 

inherently safer by crash zones, soft interior materials, better or semi

automatic breaking mechanism an:i so on. Helson' s adaptation theory states 

that behavioural adaptation is the pooled effect of classes of stimuli, 

such as focal, contextual an:i intemal stimuli. '!he level of adaptation is 

a geometric weighted mean of all k.injs of stimuli. Helson' s theory of 

adaptation level is different from hcmeostasis theory, as expressed by 

Wilde (1982), "because it stresses changirg levels" (quotations from page 

52, Helson, 1964). '!he fact that adaptation level is a weighted mean of 

different classes of stimuli implies that influence of one class may be 

counteracted by other classes of stimuli, but also that the influence of 

one class of stimuli may dominate over other classes of stimuli. since in 

the period of emergence of IrOtorized traffic the nature of man did not 

chan;Je so much, while the physical an::t social environment has chan;Jed 

dramatically, the apparent drop in risk as the chan;Je in level of 

adaptation must be contributed mainly to the inherently safer external 

con:li.tions. 

Taking into acx:::ount the graduality of chan;Je in traffic environment, the 

lagged an:i over many years integrated safety effects an:i the eventually 

partial an:i lagged counter-activity of human behaviour, we conjecture that 

adaptation to safer traffic is better described by a function of tin'e, 

than as a function of cumulative traffic volmne. 

4.2. learning theory an:i adaptation 

Referrin:J to the incorporation of Helson' s theory in the theoxy of social 

an:i leamirg systems (Hanken & Reuver, 1977) one possibility is to assmne 

that the adaptation process reduces the probability of a fatal accident 

unier equal exposure con:iitions by a constant factor per tin'e-interval. 

Hence 

(15) 
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canparirq this equation with mathematical learn.i.n;J theory, 'We assume a 

roodel similar to Bush am Mosteller (1955) in their li.near-cparator 

learn.i.n;J theory or to the generalized am aggr~ted stimulus-sanq;>lirg 

learn.i.n;J theory of Atkinson am Fstes (st:emberg, 1967; Atkinson & Fstes, 

1967). '!be difference is that nc:M time is the ftmction variable, instead 

of n, the number of (passed) relevant learn.i.n;J events, since in the Bush

Mcsteller or li.near-cparator learn.i.n;J roodel the probability of error is 

:redllCEd by a constant factor at any learn.i.n;J event. 

Recursive application of ( 15) gives 

Denotirg P1 = eb am cS = ea , we arrive at the basic expression of 

the 

linear-operator model 

P _ eat+b 
t- (a < 0) (16) 

sternberg (1967) COItq?ared the existirg learn.i.n;J models am SllIlUlarized that 

generally these roodels are based on a set of arians, characterized by 

- path irxieperxience of events 

- camm.rt:ati vity of effects of events 

- irrlepen:ience of irrelevant alternatives or amitrariness of definition 

of classes of outccanes of events 

while aggregation over irrlividuals (mean learn.i.n;J Clll.'Ves) also postulates: 

- valid awroximation of mean-values of parameters or scales assumin;J 

distributions over irrlividuals concentrated at its mean. 

on these assurrption two other learn.i.n;J models have been developed, the 

so-called beta-model f:rc:an Illee (1960) am the so-called urn-mxiel. f:rc:an 

Audley & Jonckheere (1956). '!be urn-model has its roots in the earliest 

mathematical learn.i.n;J models of 'Ihurstone (1930) am Gulli.ksen (1934). 

In the same way as for the linear-operator model these models can be 

refoIltlllated as time-depenlent adaptation IOOdels. 

l11ce assumes the existence of a ~ scale v, in the 

tradition of Hullian leamirg theory (Hull, 1943), for a particular 
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type of reaction. '!be error probability at the n+1 event is reduced 

by a reduction of the response st.rerqt:h for that error by a factor f3 
( f3 < 1 ) in such a manner that 

Fran which it follows that 

Pn+1 = (1 - P ) + f3 P n n 

Pn v =-n 1-P n 

Similar aggregation over response classes am inlividuals as for the 

linear-operator no:1el by Helson' s adaptation-level theory, allows us 

to assume an aggregate safety scale vt for the cammunity that changes 

according to our social self-organizing system description by a 

factor f3 with time am arrive at 

(17) 

Recursive application of (17) leads to 

SUbst;tuti nrT b --~ f3 -a 00-- . th bas' . ... _"'=' v 1 = e CULl = e we ''-Clm e ~c express~on as 

beta-l'I'kXlel 

(a < 0) (18) 

'!he um-no:1el in its earliest description by 'Iburstone ass1.lIOOS that 

the reciprocal of the error probability increases with an additive 

constant a per learning event, such that 

one of the many possible refonnul.ations of the um-lOOdel as described 

by Audley & Jonckhee:re (1956), in the spirit of our renewal am 
growth process of traffic, could be as follows. 

'!he probability of a fatal accident in time inte:r:val t, is 

proportional to the ratio of situations liable to fatal accidents 

( r t ) am the sum of situations liable to fatal accidents am all 
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other safer situations ( r t + wt ) (red am white balls in the mn) . 

'Ihrough self-organizir¥.;J the number of safer situations is enlarged 

with c situations in tine interval t. AssuInin;; that self-organization 

by growth (ac1c.iin:J safe am dargercRJs situations) am renewal 

(partially tumin;J ~erous situations into safe ones) leaves the 

number of situations liable to fatal accidents unchanged, we obtain 

Recursive application leads to 

Denotin:J b = (r1+w1)/r1 am a = c/r1 we arrive at the basic 

expression for the 

mn-model 

(a > 0) (19) 

which is equivalent to the 'Ihurstonian m:xiel with t instead of n. 

In Figure 9 we demonstrate the behaviour of these adaptation m:xiels. 

P 1,0 

0,8 

0,6 

0,4 

0,2 

0,0 +-~~~~~.,.-.,.-.,.-.,.-.,.-., 
-5-4-3-2-10 1 234 5 8 

X 

Figure 9. Naoogram for m:xiels of adaptation. 
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It will be noted that time has no origin nor a unit of scale. 'Iherefore 

linear transfonnation of time (generally with positive small scalin;} 

factor am la:rge negative location displacement if t is taken in years 

A. D.) are penuissible am do not charge the general algebraic expressions 

for the functions of adaptation with time. Tald.rg the parameters of the 

time axes, denoted by X, in such a manner that Pt =O.25 ani Pt =O.75 

coincide for the three IOOdels in Figure 9 (m::>nogram taken fran stembe:rg, 

1967, p.51) , we are able to inspect the different behaviours of the models 

m::>re closely. 

4.3. Generalization of adaptation models 

Just like the growth curves of the growth-models we may generalize our 

adaptation expressions by a silnilar transfonnation. 

A power-transfonnation of Pt is equivalent to a I'IXll'lOtonic time

deperxlent transfonnation of the reduction factor of the decrease in 

P t+ 1 with respect to Pt. '!hereby we replace the axiom of path 

il'rleperxlence by a semi -irrlepenjence axiom, which is appropriate to 

our time related functions. 

Since this transfonnation is absoIDed in the parameters of (16) the 

linear-operator model remains unchanged; but in (19) ani (20) the 

power of -1 for the beta-model ani um-IOOdel has to be replaced by a 

negative parameter. 

Accordin;J to these mathematical descriptions, the probability of a fatal 

accident will reduce to zero with time progressin;} infinitely. 

Alon:J the lines of Bush ani Mosteller (1955) we may also introduce 

inprfect adaptation to a non-zero level as another generalization. 

'Ibis results in 11U1ltiplication with (1-1/") ani addition of 11' for our 

IOCdel expressions. 

Rewritin;} the adaptation IOOdels for these two generalizations, we 

obtain 

generalized beta-IOCdel 

Pt = (1-1/") [ 1 + eat+b ] -l/r +11' (21) 
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generalized linear-operator npdel 

(22) 

generalized urn-m:xiel 

Pt = (1...".) [ at + b ]-l/m + 1r (23) 

Koornstra (1987), Oppe (1987) an::i Haight (1988) used the linear-operator 

m:xiel for the fit of the fatality rate on the assumption of reduction to 

zero an::i of fatality rate as the probability of fatalities (Pt). '!hey 

fCllln:i a remarkable good fit for the data of tiIre-series for the USA, 

Japan, F.RG, '!he Netherlan:is, France an::i Great-Britain over periOOs rangirg 

frcm 26 to 53 years. 

Minter (1987) used Towill's learning lOOdel (Towill, 1973), which as 

Koornstra (in Oppe et al., 1988) proved, is essentially the beta-lOOdel 

unjer the corrlition that time as the Weperxient variable is replaced by 

the cumulative sum of vehicle kilareters as an estimation of the 

collective Il1.IIliJer of past learning events. 

'!he fatality ratio is defined as a probability. It is, however, by no 

means assured that the fatality rate is a probability measure. In order to 

be a probability the rnnnber of fatalities should not be related to traffic 

voltnne but to exposure as the expected rnnnber of possible encotmters 

liable to fatalities. 

AnDrg others Koornstra (1973) an::i smeed (1974) argued that exposure is 

quadraticly related to the density. '!he strict arguments for a quadratic 

relation are based on inieperxience of vehicle ncvements. On theoretical 

groun:is increasirg depe:rrlence of vehicle ncvements in denser traffic is 

conjectured by Roszbach (in Oppe et al., 1988), statirg that exposure will 

qrow slower with increasirg vehicle kilareters than assune:i on qrowth of 

density without queue's an::i platoons. since deperrlence increases with 

increasirg density we asst.nre that depe:rrlence :redtlCeS qrowth of exposure by 

a power-transfonnation of the squared density itself. 

Referrirg to (4) it follows that exposure also develops in time 

accorcii:rg to power-transfonnation of V t. 

Denotirg exposure at time interval t as Et' we write 
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E. = g D
2Z = d ~ --e t t ( Z < 1 ) (24a) 

With reference to (4) we see that 2 c Z = s, while c < 1 an:i Z < 1, 

so whether V t as vehicle kilaneters is a fair awroximation of 

exposure as Et deperrls on the approximation of s to unity. Fran the 

assunptions made it is deduced that 0 < s < 2 an:i that s will be 

the smaller the denser traffic is. 

If we assume as in (4b) that growth of density is lagged with respect 

to growth of vehicle kilameters, the alternative expression becomes 

( z < 1 ) (24b) 

Now the probability of a fatality legitimately can be written as the 

ratio of the mnnber of fatalities an:i exposure. 

'Ihis is written as 

Ft 
p = ---.;;.-
t d~ 

t 

(25a) 

where d arrl s are parameters accordir:g to (24a) or in accordance with 

(24b) written as 

Ft 
p = ----
t d~. 

(25b) 

By ~ this ratio of fatalities arrl exposure as the probability measure 

for the adaptation models we complete the mathematical description of 

adaptation. 
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5. REIATIONS BEIWEEN GRCMlH AND AflM1rATION 

5.1. General mathematical relations 

Instead of analyzin3' am fittin3' curves to absel:ved data for the different 

IOCldels of growth an:i of adaptation separately, we concentrate on the 

conceptually postulated intimate relation between growth an:i adaptation. 

In the spirit of our system-theoretical approach we directly express 

mathematical relations between acx::eleration an:i adaptation. We 

dem::mstrate that such a relation can be established in a fairly general 

way, lOOre or less irrlepenient from the particular growth 100del or 

adaptation IOCldel. We regard the generality of this relation bet'ween 

adaptation an:i growth as the basic result fran our theory. 

In the paragraph on the mathematical description of growth curves we 

stated that the expressions for acx::eleration curves are lOOnotonically 

decreasin3' curves am as such are can::iidates for the description of 

adaptation. Irrleed, if we compare on a phenomenal level Figure 8 with 

graphs of the three mcx:lels of growth an:i Figure 9 with the three 

adaptation curves we see, apart fran differences in location an:i scale of 

time, identical shapes of curves for 

logistic acx::eleration ~ beta-IOCldel adaptation 

Gampertz acx::eleration ~ linear-operator 100del adaptation 

log-reciprocal acx::eleration ~ urn-IOCldel adaptation 

comparing the expressions for acceleration with the expressions for 

adaptation, we see a one to one corresporxience (if 11' = 0 assuming zero 

fatalities at the em of the proc:ess) bet'ween the above-mentioned pairs of 

curve expressions. '!his mathematical corresporxience enables one to express 

adaptation as mathematical function of acx::eleration, which is in fact 

based on the sane relation as in the ecological system between the nt.mtler 

of mature smvivors am ilnmature non-smvivors pictured in Figure 2. 

'!he task is to relate time in the growth process (expression (at+l3) of 

~) in a meaningful way to time in the adaptation process (expression 

(at+b) of Pt). Since both expressions are linear functions of time with 

two parameters we need two other parameters to relate these expressions 

linearly without constraints. Because of the linear nature these two 

parameters are one parameter for difference of location of time an:i one 

parameter for ratio of scales in time. 
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'!he difference of location of time can be intel:preted as a time-lag 

between the growth process am the adaptation process. In our closed

system description growth precedes adaptation, hence a time-lag of r in 

units of t for the time-scale of adaptation with respect to t' the time

scale of the growth process. '!he ratio of units of time-scales, defined by 

q, will be unity if the processes develq> with the same speed in time. 

'!his seems most likely, but is not a necessary asst.mption. If q should be 

unequal to unity either growth or adaptation is a faster p:rc:x::ess. within 

the closed adaptive self-organizi1:g system interpretation, however, we are 

inclined to think of adaptation as a lagged process at approxiInately equal 

speeds, cc::arpared to the growth process. 

Fonnally writin;;J t' for time in the growth expressions, we obtain 

at + b = ( at' + I' ) q (26a) 

t = t' + r (2Gb) 

statirq that the relation between ~ters is given by 

a = aq 

b = I'q + arq 

(27a) 

(27b) 

We conjecture on the basis of the above given interpretation as a 

closed adaptive system that 

q:::::1 

r ~ 0 

(28a) 

(28b) 

SUbstituting (26a) in (12), (13) and (14) we write these expressions 

in t' am t, a.ssumin:J r to be known or to be estimated inieperdently. 

Relatin;;J these expressions to (21), (22) am (23) we obtain between 

~' am Pt equations whiell only depen:i on q am sane free parameters, 

but are no lOl'X1er depen:ient on a am b or a am 13, since eat+b as 

function of Pt is substituted. in e(at'+I')q as function of ~,. 
For one part we write accordirq to the generalized beta-m:del of 

(21) for 1r=O 
eat+b _ p-r _ 1 

- t 

am to the generalized linear-operator IOOdel of (22) for 1r=O 

am lastly to the generalized um-nYJdel of (23) for 1r=O 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 
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For another part we write the acceleration curves in t' for the 

three growth IOOdels with the expone:ntional tenn on one side. 

'1his results for the asymmetric logistic acceleration of (12) in 

at'+Q -1 
e ~ = a~, - 1 

for the Gampertz acceleration of (13) in 

at'+Q 
e ~ = a~, 

-1 
a=(ajc) 

-1 
a=a 

(32) 

(33) 

ani at last for the log-reciprocal acceleration of (14) in 

at'+Q a o~~/(k+1) 
e ~=e-e (34) 

By substituting (26a) into (32), (33) ani (34) we obtain nine 

relatively sin'ple equivalence relations for all pair-wise 

combinations with (29), (30) ani (31). 

'!his is summarized in Table 1 as direct expressions of Pt into ~, 

A D A P T A T I 0 N 

at+b • e gen. beta-IOOdel lino -oper. IOOdel gen. urn-ItDdel 

equals -m 

e(at'+I3)q 
. p-r _ 1 

Pt ePt 
t . 

A logistic 
C -r -1 q -1 q p~m=q[ln{~~-1} ] C {~~-1}q Pt -1={~,-1} Pt={~,-1} 
E 
L 
E Gampertz 
R -r q Pt={~' }q p~m=q[ln{~, }] 
A {~,}q Pt -1={~,} 

T 
I 
0 log-recipr. 
N 
e~-o/(k+1) In{p~E1}~-o/ (k+1) In{Pt}~-o/ (k+1) p~~-o/(k+1) 

• Table 1. Relations between adaptation curves am acceleration curves 

( in the last r:c:NI a is redefined as a -qj (k+l) ) 
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With help of the well-k:nc:7Nn generalized pc::If.t1er-transfonnation, 

_ (r) _ [ In ~ r=O 
g{~} - Xi. - (~-l}/r r:j:O 

based on the limit given in (lQ), am often used in transfonnations 

(see Box & Cox, 1964; Krzanc::JWSk.i, 1988) for normality of 

distribution, for additi vity or h.cIoogeneity of variance, in all cases 

of Table 1 the relation between~, am Pt can be written as 

general assumption 

Hereby the respective logistic, logarithmic or power-transfonnations 

in Table 1 of Pt arrl/or~, can be generated. 

'!he general conclusion therefore is that the curves of acceleration for 

all IOOdels of saturating growth for positive outcx:anes are nx:mot:onically 

related to the curves of adaptation IOOdels for negative outcx:anes in the 

same system. 

5.2. Simplifications 

From our closed self-organizin:j adaptive system-interpretation we 

conjecture COrresp:ln:iing processes for growth am adaptation. '!his inplies 

not only corresp:ln:iing IOOdel descriptions, but at least also equal speeds 

of processes (viz. q=l). 

For the pair-wise relations of the diagonal of Table 1 it follCMS 

that the relation sinplifies to our 

basic assumption 

(37a) 

where 6 ani J.I. are free parameters. Referring to Table 1 we see that 

(for q=l), if the generalization parameters for p:JWer-transfonnation 

Of~, or Pt are process-related (viz. r=l, m=l/[k+l] ), p,=l; stating 

that in these cases Pt is even proportional to ~, . 
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Based on corresporxience between m:x1els for growth ani adaptation, this 

plausible simplification leads to the basic assumption of our theozy, 

which states that the lOOnotoniC relation between acceleration ani 

adaptation is a proportional por.ver-function. 

SUbstituting (25) ani (11), the definitions of Pt and ~" into (37a) 

the expression becanes either by (25a) 

* Ft [ Vt' ] ~ -=0 
d~ Vt' 

(37b) 

or by (25b) for equal time-lags in (37a) ani (24b) 

* Ft [ Vt' ] ~ -=0 
d ~, Vt' 

(37c) 

since d ani 0 are both free proportionality parameters we can set d=l 

without loss of generality. 

Further simplifications are possible by sane approximations. 

Notin:j that if 

a) - either t ~ t' (violatin:j the time-lag assumption) 

- or ~ is proportional to ~. (which is exactly true for the 

Gampertz acceleration) 

- or Pt is proportional to Pt' (which is exactly true for the 

linear-operator zro:iel) 

- or Vt is proportional to Vt' (which is exactly true for 

exponentional growth of vehicle kilaneters, but violates our 
Saturation assumption) 

- or approximate proportionality applies to or is well 

approximated by cor:respon:lin;J departures of proportionality for 

Pt ani ~ 
we can by redefining 0, as including the prop::lrtionality-factor, 

replace t· by t in (37b) as a simplification of our basic assumption; 

or if 

b) - either proportionality for Vt holds approximately (again 

violatin:j the saturation asstnrption) 

- or the time-lag assumption of (4b) holds and the equivalence of 

time-lags for (37c) is well approximated, 

we dJtain by (37c) itself or by replacing t by t' for Vt in (37b) 

another simplified fom of our basic assumption 
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simplified basic assumption 

in case a) 

in case b) 

Ft ::::: 6 [ V~ ]1-' ~-I-' 

* I-' _.s-I-' 
Ft ::::: 6 [Vt' ] Vt' 

If s = I-' this siIrplifies to our 

specific assumption 

in case a) 

in case b) 

(38a) 

(38b) 

(39a) 

(39b) 

If also s = 1 , thereby assum.irg that exposure is well approximated 

by vehicle kilc::xtVaters, it follows that I-' = 1. '!hereby equivalence of 

process speeds (q=l) am related generalization parameters (q,lr=1 or 

q,I(k+1)=m for growth am adaptation as well as the validity of sorre 

corxtition in case a) or b) is assumed. 'lbe ultimate siIrplification 

1..U'rler these restrictive a.ssuIIptions becanes the 

simplified specific assumption 

in case a) (40a) 

in case b) (40b) 

'Ihese last siIrplifications result in a proportional (pc:Mer-) relation 

between fatalities am the increase in vehicle kilc::xtVaters. Although all 

these restrictions may seem to be based on rather stro~ assurrptions, the 

data analyses for several countries by owe (1987) am by Koomstra (in 

Oppe et al., 1988) support such ultimately siIrple relations. 

'!his suggests at least that 

- growth am adaptation can be conceived as closely related ani that 

the mathematical theory has validity 

- sane stro~ simplifications in the theory are adequate 

- the transfonnations to density am exposure is such that exposure is 

well approximated by vehicle kilc::xtVaters. 
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5.3. Generalized simplification 

Although we generated no other adaptation nmeJ s than the ones 

ex>rrespon::iin:;J to (a generalization of) the well-krlotom l~ lOCdels, we 

could refer to our extension of grc:Mth :m::del.s as functions for the 

proportion of grc:Mth taken fran cunulative probability functions. In line 

with such an extension we conjecture that legitimate adaptation Irodels, 

havjn;J all the referred properties of the l~ lOCdels as discussed by 

sternberg (1967), are fonned by any function described by a sjn;Jle-peaked 

prabability-density function divided by its cunulative function. 

Enlargjn;J the set of grc:Mth lOCdels ani that of adaptation Irodels in that 

way it is tenptjn;J to assume that for any grc:Mth lOCdel, there always 

exists an adaptation process in such a manner that the basic asstmIption 

holds. 

our generalized basic assumption, irrespective of the type of grc:Mth lOCdel 

or adaptation lOCdel, for any self-organizjn;J system characterized by 

grc:Mth of positive outcames ani adaptation to Ca near zero level) negative 

outcomes, can be fonnulated as follows: 

'!he probability of a negative outcome is proportional to a power

transfonnation of the acceleration of the growth process of positive 

outcome in any self-organizi.rp system. 

Positive ani negative outcames in this system description are related ani 

cannot be defined arbitrarily. Negative outcanes therefore must be 

defined as self-defeatjn;J events for positive outcames. In biology this 

may be premature non-survival defeatjn;J grc:Mth of population; in the 

traffic system it may be events (fatal accidents) that wash out nmility. 
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6. EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

6.1. calculations am agproximations 

'!he validity of the basic assunption can be investigated by the analyses 

of data from several countries. We do this by grat:hical presentations of 

data on fatalities am fatality rates, am after sane sinple calculations 

am approximations fram the data, also on growth am acx:eleration of 

vehicle kilc:::m:aters. '!his is possible without cw:ve fittirg for growth or 

adaptation separately, since the main elements of (37b, 37c) can be 

constnlcted from or consist of observable values. 

'!he right-hard side of (37) contains the increase of growth as the 

derivative of vehicle kiloneters. Without fittirg a particular growth 

IOOdel to vehicle kilc:::m:aters, this asks for the calculation of an 

approximation of the value of the increase directly fram the data. We 

choose to compute the increase by approximate values for the derivative 

through finite difference calculus. 

However, computirq the increase fram differences in vehicle kilaneters 

per year may lead to negative estimates due to (econanic) fluctuations of 

vehicle kilc:::m:aters from year to year, whereas the rnnnber of fatalities is 

always positive. Moreover, in our theo:ry fatalities are outcc:mvas of a 

lagged am with respect to time integrated process of the traffic system. 

We therefore use snoothed interpolated values of vehicle kilaneters am 
snoothed interpolated values of differences for the calculated 

approximations. Since our main interest lies in the "prediction" of lOn:}

term develop:nents in fatalities from the growth in vehicle kilc:::m:aters 

snoothed interpolated values also will serve our macroscopic approach. 

Let the SlroOthirg of vehicle kilc:::m:aters be perfonood by Newtonian 

interpolation as 

(41) 

where l: w = 1 am w is decreasin:} backwal::d am forward. by the n n 
binanial reciprocal of n. For our analyses we have chosen Newtonian 
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interpolation with 1=3; however any other well-established SlOOOthi.rg 

method 'NOUld have ser:ved our p.n:pose as well. 

A quite accurate approximation of the value of the derivative is 

given by stirl~'s interpolation of central differences as: 

where we choose k=3. Again we SIOOOth by identical interpolation as in 

(41) 

(42) 

Here we choose i=5 because of the larger ar:parent irregularity of 

6 vt • In order not to lose too many values at the em am beg~ 
of the series, we used also same foI:Ward ani backward extrapolations 

for V t-j ani V t+j , where j ra.rges fran 1 to k+i. Because of the 

exponentional nature of the growth curves we used secorrl order 

Newtonian extrapolation on the logarithmic values of Vt • 

For the above mthods of SlOOOthi.rg, extrapolation am approximation 

we refer to stan:lard textbooks on the calculus of finite differences. 

SUbstitut~ (41) ani (42) into (11) we obtain 

= --:-- (43) 

'!he variables of (41), (42) ani (43) as such can be used as ~ed 

variables in the equations of (37) to (40), since no estimation of 

any parameter was involved in their calculations. 

NCM', apart fron the transfonnation of vehicle kilaneters to expJSUre, we 

are ready to plot all the relevant pairs of variables for several 

COlIDtries against the time axes in order to inspect the validity of our 

assurrptions • 
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6.2. Federal Reooblic of Gennany 

Figure 10 plots the vehicle kilaneters (defined by (41» am the increment 

in vehicle kilaneters (defined by (42» for the FRG fran 1953 to 1985. 
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Figure 10. Growth am increase of veh. km. in the FRG. 

We see fran the development of increments that the hypothesis of 

saturation of growth is not falsified, although the rise at the ern may 

cast same doubts. SW::ely econanic fluctuations (1974 oil-crisis arrl 1981 

deepest point of recession) may fom an additional explanation. 
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Figure 11. Increase of veh. km. an:i fatalities in the FRG. 
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In Figure 11 we present the devel.opnents of fatalities am again of 

in:::rements in vehicle kilcmeters. '!he figure reveals a remarkable overall 

reseJli>lance in develqllA::l1t. As predicted f:ran our adaptive system theory, 

the ~ shift for fatalities with respect to increment of vehicle 

kilaneters, irdicates a time-lag. '!be time-lag for fatalities seems to be 

about 9 years. '!he coincidirg lagged develquent of fatalities am 
increase of vehicle kilaneters seems to sustain the sinplified specific 

assunption of (40b). 

since growth in vehicle kilaneters in the FRG is definitely not 

exponentional, this points to a lagged enlargement of roads in the FRG. 

'!he existence of a time-lag also suggests that proportional decrease in 

fatality rate am acceleration is not valid. '!he nearly proportional 

relation between fatalities ani increments seems to sustain the hypothesis 

of equal speeds of growth ani adaptation ani the sinplifications by the 

equivalence of power-parameters in the equations of growth ani adaptation. 

Finally, in Figure 12 we plot the fatality rate (defined in (25a) for s=1) 

am the acceleration against time. 
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Figure 12. Fatality rate ani acceleration in the Fm. 

'!he shapes of the cuzves are quite well in agreement with sane of the 

mathematically hypothesized cuzves, illustrated in Figures 8 ani 9. '!he 

logistic type of cuzves (beta-1OOde1 ani logistic growth) is only 

~licable if the inflexion point lies before or around the start of the 

time-series available. since exponentional decrease is in conflict with 
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(40b), while Figure 11 agrees with (4Ob), the lirlear-ctJerator IOOdel am 
Gctrpertz growth are oot likely awlicable. 'lherefore, generalized log

reciprocal growth am adaptation alon;J the generalized um-m:Jdel seems 

IOOSt likely. Rauenheri..n:j that the time-lag in Figure 11 was about 9 years, 

the reseni:>lan::e of the shifted cw:ves st.rorgly SURX'rts the basic 

assunption of (37) developed fran the adaptive system theory. 

In cxmclusion, we see the case of the Fro as a nice illustration of the 

validity of the general theory. For the Fro, lOOreover, sane con::litions for 

the simplification of at least (39b) are fulfilled Wile the additional 

con::lition for (40b) is quite well approximated. If the theory is true am 
has predictive power, the time-lag enables one to predict a stagnation in 

the drop of fatality rate in the nineties due to the al.Ioost in::reasirg 

acx:eleration cu:rve after 1981 in Fro. 

6.3. France 

For France the data frem 1960 to 1984 are plotted in the same way as for 

the Fro in Figures 13 am 14. 
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Figure 14. Irx::rease of veh. km. 

am fatalities in France. 

Fran Figure 13 'We see that the sigmid growth an:ve for vehicle kilaneters 

is a 'Well-suited assunption. Figure 14 shows a fair correspon:3erx:e in 

cu:rves, W:t does oot shCM a time-lag. 'Ibis is, however, quite in agreement 
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with the simplified specific assn.mption of (4Qa) or rather with the 

specific assurrption of (39a) am surely with the simplified basic 

assurrption of (38a), since in the latter case by curve-fitting, we may 

achieve a better correspon::ience for the recent 10 years in Figure 14. 

In Figure 15 we plot fatality rate (again defined in (25a) for &=1) am 
acceleration against tine. With regard to the small irregularities of the 

curves for fatality rate am fatalities one has to bare in m.in:i that no 

srroot:h..in:J of these curves was perfonned. 
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Figure 15. Fatality rate am acceleration in France. 

'!he nost strik.i.rg aspect of Figure 15 is the marked divergence fran the 

rronotonically decreasing functions illustrated in Figures 8 am 9, while 

the corresporrlence between the plotted curves in Figure 15 remains 

apparently intact. '!his cc:mron departure seems to justify the conjecture 

that the relation between adaptation am growth expressed in the basic 

assurt'ption of (37) will hold irrespective of the functions by which 

adaptation am growth are expressed. Since at least (38a) explains the 

results fran Figure 14, while Figure 15 clearly violates a proportional 

decrease, the simplification for (38a) in case of France must be fam:i 

either in the absence of a time-lag for adaptation or in corresporrling 

departures fran proportionality. In our opinion the latter option seems 

nost likely in view of the cc:mron departure !ran the hypothesized curves. 

Because of the non-steady decrease in the plotted curves no particular 

type of curve will fit nicely, although the corresporrling departure fran 

proportionality points to the Ganpertz curve for growth am the linear-
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operator IOOdel for adaptation. Frcm a macroscopic point of view one may 

judge this satisfactory. 

We cooolude that the validity of the general theory is fairly well 

illustrated by the data fran France since certainly (37) holds. Moreover, 

at least sane of the corxlitions for the sinplified basic assunption of 

(38a) seem to be fulfilled ard the additional conlition for the specific 

assunption of (39a) is approxilnated. 

6.4. 'Ibe Netherlards 

For the Netherlards the data fram 1950 to 1986 are plotted in Figures 16 

ard 17 in the same way as before. 
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Figure 17. Increase of veh. km. 

fatalities in the Netherlards 

Again the sigIIDid growth CUIVe appears; as in the case of the FRG sane 

caution with regard to the contradictory increasirg :increlrents in the 

latest years is in place. Again the econanic :recession with its deepest 

point in 1981 may be an additional explanation for temporary departures. 

Figure 17 shaNS again a remarkable resemblance in the developw:mt of 

fatalities ard increase of vehicle kilameters. '!here is an apparent time

lag of about 6 years. 'Ibis st:rorgly supports the applicability of (40b) 

arxi possibly also the validity of sane corxlitions that lead to that 

simplification. SW:prisirgly, this does not inply a close rese.ni>lance of 

CUIVes for fatality rate ard acceleration as exhibited in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Fatality rate an:l acceleration in the Neth.erlarrls. 

'!he fatality rate could follow any adaptation IOOdel. '!he acceleration 

curve sh.c:Ms a renote resemblance to a logistic curve. Only if adaptation 

is of the same type the basic ass.mption will hold. since this ass.mption 

is supported we have to investigate the beta IOOdel for adaptation as well. 

A.ssumirg only (39b), we may transfonn these curves by a free power

parameter. As an illustration Figure 19 sh.c:Ms the square root of the 

acceleration shifted by 6 years an:l the fatality probability as rate by 

exposure measured by the square root of vehicle kilaneters. 
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Figure 19. Transformed curves of rates for the Netherlarrls. 
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Doirg so we kept the corxtition for (39) intact sin:le s = J.' = 1/2. Both 

curves are clearly of the logistic type am the predicted close 

c:xn-respc:menc is restored am cxW.d even be inproved by a sateWhat 

smaller time-lag than 6 years. 

For the Netherlarx:1s we con:::lude also that the illustrative results 

sustain the validity of the general tl1eory sin:le the basic asst.mption of 

(37) surely aw1ies. Moreover, the specific asst.mption of (39b) seems to 
be justified. 

6.5. Great Britain 

'!he data for Great Britain frcan 1950 to 1984 are shown as before in 
Figures 20 ani 21. 
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Figure 21. Irx:rease of veh. km. 

am fatalities in Great Britain 

FraIl the curve for the increase in vehicle ldlaneters we see that the 

hypothesized sigxooid curve with saturation is violated by the incremental 

increase after 1976. Moreover, there is 00 close resenblaID! in 

develq:m:mt of fatalities ani increase in vehicle kilaneters. Clearly the 

equivalence ooniition for (39a) in cx:mtrast to other c::o.mt:ries is not 

satisfied. In Figure 22 we shc.7..r the curves for fatality rate ani 

acceleration in the usual way, while in Figure 23 wi't:holt optimi zation we 

illustrate these curves after theoretically allowable transfonuatians. 
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Figure 23. Transfonned curves 

of rates for Great Britain 

'!he fatality rate of Figure 22 confinns the adaptation lOOdels; the 

acceleration, however, violates the proposed growth IrOdels. Apparently 

Figure 23 still sustains the basic assunption of (37b) in a macroscopic 

sense (bare in mirxi there is no ~ for fatality-rate curve) am 
there seems to be a time-lag of less than 4 years. '!he shape of these 

curves is not of the predicted decreasin:J type am thereby violates the 

interpretation given in the theo:ty. Apparently growth am acceleration 

behave not as predicted in the case of Great Britain. However, sane 

caution is necessary since the rec:orded vehicle kilaneters include 

fallin:J bicycle kilaneters in the post war-period too. Although 

conceptually Figure 23 is not 'Well oomprehens:il::>le, the mathematical 

expression for the basic assumption of (37) still seems to hold. 

'Iherefore, we may see Great Britain also as a justification of the 

conjecture that the basic assunption of (37) mathematically holds 

irrespective of the type of functions for growth or adaptation. '!he 

general theo:ty with respect to growth, however, is not well ~rted in 

the case of Great Britain. 

6.6. united states of America 

For the USA we have the lOn:Jest series of data, fran 1933 to 1985. In 

Figures 24 am 25 we display these data in the usual way. 
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Figure 24. GrcMth am increase 

of veh. km. in the USA. 
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Figure 25. Increase of veh. km. 

am fatalities in the USA. 

Even ignorin.;J the war-period the increase of the vehicle kilaneters does 

not sl'lc:M a clear signoid curve. Despite this non-saturatirg growth we see 

fran Figure 25 after the war a macroscopic resemblance in the develop.nent 

of fatalities am increase of vehicle kilaneters. '!here is no awarent 
tilne-lag. '!his sustains the sinplified specific assurrption of (4Qa) am 
makes a proportional adaptation am or acceleration probable. 

Finally, in Figure 26 we plot again acceleration am fatality rate. 
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Figure 26. Fatality rate am acceleration in the USA. 
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},gain we see a remarkable correspon:ience between both curves after, say 

1946. '1his c::cm:Ial curvature after 1946 can even be improved, flatt.enin;J 

the acceleration curve sanewhat IOOre than the fatality rate by t:akirxJ both 

the power-parameters J1. am s sanewhat below unity. '!hereby, we fall back 

on the specific a.ssunption of (39a) keep:i.n::J s = J1. as the corxlition for 

this assunption intact. As was already implied by the absence of a time

lag sane proportionality has to be the case; we see frcm the fatality rate 

that this may be quite appropriate since the linear-operator m:del for 

adaptation could be satisfied very well. '!he shaIp drop for the 

acceleration in the war-period to even negative values irxlicates that 

temporary external influence on growth, without disturbing the total 

system, has no direct effect on the process of adaptation. '!his can be 

seen as justification for the conjecture that adaptation is a lagged am 
aver many years integrated process. 

In conclusion, we take the case of the USA as an irxlication for the 

validity of our general theory since the basic a.ssunption certainly holds. 

Moreover, at least same sufficient corxtitions that lead to the specific 

assurrption of (39) are fulfilled in the case of the USA. 
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7. EXTENDED ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Fran (37) ani (43) we write by taJd.rq logarithm 

(44) 

'!his can be fitted by ordinary nUJl.tiple regression for different 

tine-lags of t-t' in order to firrl opt.imal parameters. One can also 

firrl similar ways for the opt.imal fittirq procedures for curves of 

growth ani adaptation. It also could be shown that by altematirg 

least-squares procedures a fittirq procedure for the non-diagonal 

cases of Table 1 can be developed in order to firrl optimal parameters 

ani to select the opt.imal IOOdels. 

'!he statistical ani numerical analyses will be presented elsewhere 

(Koornstra, 1989 forthcoming). One very interestirq extension of the 

theory already outlined by Koomstra (in Oppe et al., 1988) arx:l nore fully 

to be presented in the forthcoming publication, is 11E1tioned here as the 

general basic assumption. 

let the number of any type of negative out.caroos of traffic events between 

pure encounters and fatalities, divided by exposure be defined as 1\:. 
'!hen the general basic assumption states that this rate, for example the 

injm:y rate, is a sum of a constant 1(' and the with (1-1(') weighted 

fatality rate as defined by (37). 

'!his is written as 

general basic assunption 

1\: = 1(' + (1-1(') { 6 ~, } (45) 

SUbstitutirq the expressions for ~, fran (12), (13) ani (14) into 

(45) we obtain apart fran the time-lag the generalized adaptation 

nodels of (21), (22) ani (23) for 1 > 1(' > O. Clearly for exposure 

itself 11=1 and for fatalities 7r=O. 

'!his states that at the ern of the growth process when the increase in 

vehicle kilaneters is zero due to saturation, the fatality rate should 
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reduce to zero too. '!his is quite in agreement with the just shown results 

where the proportia1al relation ~ acc:eleration am fatality rate was 

validated. In contrast to fatality rate the rates for less severe outcanes 

of acx::idents will not reduce to zero, b.tt to a constant acx::ordin;J to (45). 

AR?ly~ the sinplifications made before on fatalities it tums out that 

the develc:pnent of such quantities as the number of injuries is described 

by a weighted sum of vehicle kilaneters am the increase in vehicle 

kilometers. we do not develop this matter further here, but we s1"1c1N, 

merely as an exanple, the observed injury rate in the Netherlands 

(injuries defined as .bein:J at least one day in the hospital) in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Injury rate in the Netherlands. 
year 

Clearly a lCXJistic type of cu:rve is present. 'lherefore, we fitted the 

generalized beta-no:1el of (21) as the adaptation m:xiel in place am fini 

the optimal parameter for 1T = 0.445 • So at least there is sane validity 

for the general basic assumption of our theoJ:Y given in (45). It will be 

noted that the develc:pnent of outcanes of events between mere encounters 

am fatal acx::idents are in the general case of (45) an additive function 

of the develc:pnent of (power-transformed) vehicle kilometers am the 

product of (power-transformed) vehicle kilometers am their (power

transformed) acx::eleration. 
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8. a::>NCWSIONS 

-I-

'!he developed mathematical theory of self-organizin:] adaptive systems 

applied to traffic states that 

- the development of fatality rate is a siIrple mathematical function 

of the rate of increase in vehicle kilaneters. 

Sane plausible siIrplifications reduces this statement to 

- the development of fatalities is proportional to the increase in 

vehicle kilaneters. 

'!he latter was demonstrated. to be approximately the case for data from 

the Federal Republic of Gennany, France, the Netherlarxis a.rd the united. 

states of America. '!he former applies to data from Great Britain. 

'!he time-series of data ranged from 25 years (France) to 53 years (USA). 

'!he validation holds for long-term t.re:OOs in the developnents. 

'!he theory predicts a fatality rate reduction to near zero. '!his 

re1uction to near zero is not predicted for rates of less severe outcomes 

of accidents. 

-!!-

Comparison of the fatality-rate CUIVe anj the CUIVe for rate of increase 

of growth in vehicle kilaneters, with respect to overall level anj overall 

steepness of descent of these CUIVes for the mentioned countries, 

reveals: 

- a perfect rank-order correlation between the levels of both CUIVes 

(high = France -> FR:; -> Netherlarxis -> USA -> Great Britain = low) 

- a nearly perfect rank-order correlation between steepness of descent 

in both CUIVes 

(flat = Great Britain ~ USA -> France -> Fro -> Netherlarxis = steep) 

anj subsequently 

- a mXlerate negative rank-order correlation between level am steepness 

of descent of the fatality-rate CUIVe. 
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-III-

'!he aboVe sununarized fin:ii.rgs support the proposed theory of adaptive 

self-organizinq systems with respect to the eme:rgerx::e of traffic safety. 

If this theory is correct it follows that the best policy for safety is: 

- A controlled IOOderate growth of traffic leadirq to a reduced rate of 

increase for growth of vehiclEi kilaneters, which in turn leads to a 

lower total mmiber of fatalities. 

- Analogous to mutations in biological systems: enhanCement of variety 

am creativity in safety nv=a.sures (possibly by decentralization am 

planned experim:mtation as well as creative researdl). 

- Analogous to selection in biological systems: objective lo~-term 

evaluation of effects am selection of effective safety nv=a.sures. 
- Replication of effective safety nv=a.sures in other places am domains. 

-IV-

'!he last part of conclusion - II - am conclusion -Ill - point to the fact 

that adaptation in the self-organizinq traffic system is not an autanatic, 

even if possibly an autonomic, proc::ess in society. Unlike biological self

organizing systems, adaptation is governed by decision-ll'akin:J bodies am 

irxlividuals am their decisions do matter. 
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